This study was concerned with the development and testing of online cognitive-load monitoring methods by means of a working-memory experiment using electrocardiogram (ECG) analyses for future applications in mixedinitiative human-machine interaction (HMI). To this end, we first identified potentially reliable cognitive-workload-related cardiac metrics and algorithms for online processing. We then compared our online results to those conventionally obtained with state-of-the-art offline methods. Finally, we evaluated the possibility of classifying low versus high working-memory load using different classification algorithms. Our results show that both offline and online methods reliably estimate the workload associated with a multi-level working-memory task at the group level, whether it is with the heart rhythm or the heart rate variation (standard deviation of the RR interval). Moreover, we found significant working-memory load classification accuracy using both two-dimensional linear discriminant analyses (LDA) or a support vector machine (SVM). We hence argue that our online algorithm is reliable enough to provide online electrocardiographic metrics as a tool for real-life workload evaluation and can be a valuable feature for mixed-initiative systems.
Introduction
Mixed-initiative systems are those wherein humans and automated systems share decision-making authority [1] , [2] . This is a rapidly growing field in today's world, with everything from airliners to kitchen appliances being partially automated but relying, at some level, on high-level commands from humans. One can easily envision a situation, however, where the human operator makes the wrong decision due to poor user interface design, the complexity of the automation, or high operational pressure, in particular when mental workload exceeds human mental resources [3] . One potential line of improvement for such human-machine interaction (HMI) could be to carry out online monitoring of operators' cognitive state (mental resource) to decide when automated systems should or should not have authority. For instance, in the work of Régis and colleagues [4] , ocular activity and Heart Rate were successfully used attentionnal-tunneling to determine a degraded cognitive state, corresponding to overly-long fixations on visual interfaces or objects to the exclusion of other important cues or alarms. More recently, Scannella et al. [5] successfully used the same metrics to evaluate pilots' flying-related mental workload in real, light aircraft. Building on the work of Régis and colleagues [4] , de Souza et al. [6] implemented a successful method to develop control policies that could take such human state estimations into account to improve a mixed-initiative mission's success rate. Success was achieved despite various system failures (human or machine), providing that both human and machine state estimations could be reliably inferred online.
However, estimation of a human operator's cognitive state is a hard and challenging task [7] and is currently a hot research topic in neuroergonomics and human-factors communities [8] , [9] . The greatest challenge is to find psychophysiological markers that are relevant given the mental state being considered in a biocybernetic system, such as the mixed-initiative HMI framework.
A recent survey has indicated promising workload algorithms to access cognitive load online [10] . In particular, metrics computed based on ocular and cardiac activities were demonstrated to be particularly useful. Ocular activity features, such as the number and duration of fixations and blinks, are already rendered online by acquisition systems. However, there is a lack of online metrics, such as ECGbased features, that are less dependent on the visual interface. In light of this, the present work reports details on the development and testing of algorithms and tools to compute ECG features online, potentially useful for mixed-initiative HMI systems.
It is known that the electrocardiographic signal is decomposed into successive positive and negative peaks forming a complex know as the "QRS complex". Heart Rate (HR) is often defined in terms of intervals between two successive periods rather than the rate itself, known technically as the Inter-Beat Interval (IBI). For IBI analysis, among all features that can be used, the R-peak is the easiest to extract and identify (see Fig. 1 ). Hence, "RR interval" is used interchangeably with "IBI".
Online availability of the Heart Rate (HR) is not new [11] . However, it was suggested that additional IBIdependent metrics, such as the standard deviation (SD)also called temporal heart-rate variability (HRV) [10] -or the frequency-band power of the IBI series [12] , [13] , could be more reliable to infer cognitive states than the basic HR itself [3] . Andreoli et al. (2010) [14] have proposed the SPINE-HRV toolkit, an open-source framework supporting rapid prototyping of signal processing applications. In particular, they evaluate ECG-based time-domain metrics to detect participants' stress during everyday life activities. Yet, even though the inclusion of such metrics was proposed [10] to infer cognitive states, no existing ECG-based online tool for cognitive workload evaluation has been developed yet and experimentally evaluated, to the authors' best knowledge [12] , [15] , [16] .
Particular attention is given here to online assessment of Heart Rate Variability (HRV), which has been shown to be correlated with cognitive workload [3] , [10] , [16] , [17] , [18] . More precisely, this metric has been shown to correlate inversely with cognitive workload, although that correlation diminishes with subject fatigue or "time on task" [16] . The temporal HRV metric can be defined as the standard deviation of the IBI series:
In this context, the present work aims to develop and test a unified system to provide cardiac metrics (e.g. HR and HRV) online. To reach this goal, an experimental setting was designed in which participants' cognitive load was solicited by means of a working-memory span task. More specifically, online HR-and HRV-related metrics were assessed in a multilevel letter span task [19] . Such experimental design interleaves randomized-difficulty trials with blocks of trials of a given difficulty. This evaluated two things: sensitivity across time and, in particular, the relevance of each of these methods online cardiac-feature processing when estimating the cognitive load of human operators.
According to previous studies [20] , [21] we expected a decrease of both offline mean RR interval (i.e. an increase of HR) and offline mean RR-SD (i.e. a decrease of the HRV) as a function of the working memory difficulty. Validating this hypothesis would provide reliable control metrics to compare with our online ones. Consequently we expected that our online metrics would reveal equivalent results to those obtained offline. Finally, we expected to be able to obtain significant working memory load classification using our online metrics.
Materials and Methods

Span task experiment
A working memory (WM) span task is a popular and well-documented type of cognitive psychology test [19] and has already been used for similar heart-rhythm-cognitiveload tests [16] , producing noticeable effects in cardiac activity, albeit in offline block analysis. It involves presenting participants with a sequence of digits or letters that they are subsequently required to recall in the presented order.
One of the easiest ways to assess workload memory capacity (WMC) is a computer-based counting span task where the participant is visually presented with sequences of letters, one after the other, to be recalled on a keypad thereafter. Unlike typical WM span tasks, the goal in this research was not to evaluate participants' WMC per se but to induce varying levels of cognitive load to be assessed. Thus, trials could afford to vary in length and associated difficulty (a long trial is more difficulty to memorize) during the task.
The objective of this research was to find indicators that could at least distinguish zero load from full load. Hence, it was necessary to ensure that the hardest trials (the longest sequences) would fully load the participants -i.e. would reach the participant's WMC or come very close to it. In this sense, the task had to provide indications of the abilities of the various online metrics to identify changes in cognitive load (i.e. the measurement's difficulty resolution) and the time required for each of those metrics to do so (i.e. the measurement's time resolution).
Experimental Protocol
Participants were asked to reproduce sequences of alphabet characters (a span task). To avoid having phonicallymemorable syllables or even whole words appearing in the sequence, the Latin alphabet was used minus vowels and 'y'. To indicate the metrics' abilities to differentiate taskdifficulty, three levels were used: (i) low (0 letters ; called control); (ii) medium (3 letters); and (iii) high (7 letters). All trials presented the same number of characters and required the same number of key-presses in response (that is 7, as for the longest sequence). For 0-and 3-letter trials, '#' characters were used to fill the remaining spaces, with the participants pressing the space bar on the keyboard to enter them. That is, a 0-letter trial flashed 7 '#' characters and then the participant pressed the space bar 7 times. For a 3letter trial, the 3 letters were flashed on the screen followed by 4 '#' characters, and the participant responded by typing the three letters and then pressing the space bar 4 times (see Fig. 2 
.b).
In order to test the time resolution of our online metrics, we also used two types of trials:
• Block : Consisting of a long time window (72 s) within which a block of 5 same-difficulty trials were presented. This was repeated for half of the task duration; Long-and short-sequence order was counterbalanced across participants.
The complete experiment lasted approximately 25 minutes, and can be summarised as follows:
• 150s of complete rest;
• Instructions presented, in simple English, on the computer screen;
• A training phase where the participant was given up to 3 attempts at each difficulty level to get comfortable with the concept of letters and particularly with the '#' characters;
• Long and short time-window sequences:
-Blocks (long time-window) of 5 trials each for the three difficulty levels (i.e. 15 trials), repeated two times for a total of 30 trials;
-Random-difficulty (short time-window) individual trials, also with 10 trials per difficulty, giving a total of 30 trials, with 5s pauses every 5 trials as with the blocks; The reference rest period (150 s) was introduced at the very beginning of the task with the aim to provide a reference level, for each measurement, for minimal physical and mental effort. In this rest period the participants were required to remain as still as possible, and were asked to think of as little as possible. Participants were allowed to close their eyes for this period; a bell sound indicated the end of the rest period. After the training phase of the task, the timing for each trial and block was automated and fixed to ensure consistency. The two halves contained the same total number of trials, and extra pauses were introduced between each 5 of the 'random' trials so as to match the timing of the block trials. Consequently, overall, each half had nearly identical duration and cadence.
Having noticed with some particular participants during the pilot tests that some measurements were showing minimal change over the difficulty levels, it was decided to add a "high contrast" phase at the end of the task, in case the span trial difficulty levels did not result in any demonstrable effect. This end phase consisted of a complete rest period of 60 s, under the same instructions as for the reference rest at the beginning, followed by a short challenging mental arithmetic problem participants had to solve, and ending with 30 s of complete rest.
2.2.1. Participants. The experiment was conducted among academics. 11 participants, all volunteers, completed the task (7 male, 4 female, mean age 24, s.d. 2.16) . This research meets all American Psychological Association ethical standards [22] . Considering the participants, the research has been performed in accordance with the French Law on Bioethics that meets all the ethical standards laid down in the 1964 World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki [23] . All volunteers gave their informed consent.
Task implementation and ECG data acquisition.
In order to run the span task in a controlled manner, the experiment was automated using the Simulation and Neuroscience Application Platform (SNAP) 1 -a Python-based general purpose neuroscience testing framework designed to facilitate neuroscience-related studies with human participants. SNAP has built-in Lab Streaming Layer (LSL) 2 [24] support wherein it sends automatic and user-defined event markers (or triggers) to an LSL stream as either integers or strings. The ECG acquisition device (Faros eMotion 360°, see Fig. 2 .a) can be configured to provide ECG raw data and online RR intervals (based on R-peak detection), which are broadcast using a Bluetooth protocol. The Faros Streamer application 3 then allows streaming of these data through LSL. Additionally, a script was run to compute online RR SD metrics (see Sec. 2.3) and to stream them to LSL. The SNAP markers, Faros raw data and RR intervals, and online computed RR SD streams, were all recorded with LabRecorder (the LSL recording tool), the which makes use of the LSL clock for data synchronization.
Data processing
There were three main data analysis steps in this study: 1) Offline-metric validation: Whether the designed experiment had actually given statistically significant Difficulty effects over the offline metrics.
2) Online-metric identification: From the results, and in light of the end goal, this was the identification of promising online metrics for cognitive load estimation; 3) Working memory load classification: based on selected online metrics.
For the first step, ECG metrics were initially computed for each period of interest using Kubios 4 , state-of-the-art software for offline ECG data analysis using the ECG raw data acquired. After automated R-peak detection, Kubios software provided offline RR mean and RR standard deviation that was computed with Eq. 1, and is here called "offline RR SD", for each period of interest.
In parallel, for the second step, the online RR intervals provided by the ECG device were exploited. The mean online RR and online RR standard deviation (RR SD) metrics were also computed using our own Python-based code. In contrast to the conventional online RR SD computed for a sliding window, in this work, we propose another type of online RR SD computation based on a continuous averaged rolling standard deviation, which is achieved by an Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) filter [25] . EWMA is a filtering tool particularly useful for detecting small shifts in a discrete time process. The EWMA is defined as:
where, i is the sample index, N is a positive weighting constant used to balance previous and new values, x i the new standard deviation value of the last 12 RR intervals (approximately 10 seconds), and y i−1 the last EWMA value. If N = 1, a simple average between the current and previous values is computed. Larger values of N give a greater weighting to the previous values, resulting in a smoother result. If N = 0, no filtering occurs. It is important to say that, each time a new RR interval was received, a new value of online RR SD was computed using the EWMA filter. The online RR SD processing script for this experiment provided a three-channel output stream (RR SD-7, RR SD-15, and RR SD-20) with three empirically defined N-values (7, 15 and 20, respectively) for comparison of various levels of filtering. In addition to the direct sample values of each previous metric, a number of different measurements were considered for every metric over each window of interest: mean, standard deviation, end value (in the window), maximum value, minimum value, range, and slope (mean gradient). These measurements are illustrated in Figure 3 .
Statistical Analysis
Accuracy. A repeated two-way analysis-of-variance (ANOVA) measurement was carried out to evaluate the type (Block vs. Random) and difficulty (0 vs. 3 vs. 7 letters) effects for trials over the participants' span-response accuracy. RR stream. In order to validate the online RR intervals provided by the Faros device, a Z-transform Lin's concordance correlation coefficient [26] was calculated between the RR data series from the Faros and those obtained offline with the Kubios software, across all subjects.
Offline ECG metrics. To evaluate the propensity of our letter-span task to induce effects over the cardiac metrics, two-way analysis-of-variance tests (ANOVAs) were conducted for the offline metrics (i.e. Mean RR interval and Mean RR SD) with the same two factors used for the accuracy analysis (Type and Difficulty). For both offline ECG metrics and accuracy ANOVAs, p values were adjusted, in case of violation of sphericity, using the Greenhouse Geisser correction. Post-hoc pairwise t-tests with false discovery rate (FDR) correction were used to identify the nature of any identified effects.
Online ECG metrics. As we were interested in finding online metrics that could distinguish between working memory difficulty levels, we then conducted Welch 2sample, 2-tailed t-tests between the three difficulty levels, both for the block sections and the randomized sections, over all online metrics (i.e., minimum, maximum, mean, slope and end value of RR, RR SD-7, RR SD-15 and RR SD-20).
Working-memory load classification. Finally, to evaluate the possibility of classifying working-memory load, the most promising metrics from the online metric grouplevel results were selected to build two-dimensional classifiers. Among all existing classifiers we chose to evaluate those most commonly used in the literature -that is a Support Vector Machine (SVM), Linear and Quadratic Discriminant Analyses (LDA, QDA), k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), and Naive Bayes (NB) using the scikit-learn library version 0.20.3. For SVM, KNN and NB classifiers, a grid search algorithm was applied for parameter-optimisation. Each chosen classifier was cross-validated (cv=5). Each training-test episode used 80% of the data for training and kept the rest for testing purposes. Then the average precision, recall and f1-scores were computed.
Results
For the sake of clarity, only significant results are reported in the following section.
Letter-span accuracy
The ANOVA over the task accuracy revealed an effect of the Trial Type (p < 0.05; F(1, 10) = 5.67) with 92.3% (SD = 7.92) accuracy within the blocks and 95.2% (SD = 4.31) for random difficulty trials as well as a Difficulty effect (p < 0.01; F = 13.67) with better accuracy for the 0-letter difficulty compared to the 7-letter (83.58%; SD = 18.86) and better for the 3-letter compared to the 7-letter difficulty (98.51%; SD = 5.98). No significant difference was found between 0-letter and 3-letters difficulty. Finally, a significant Type × Difficulty interaction was found (p < 0.05; F = 4.75). However, no significant result was found from the post-hoc pairwise t-tests, meaning that this interaction was only due to a trend in different Difficulty effects between the blocks and the random trials.
Offline versus Online RR streams
The Lin's test revealed a strong correlation coefficient between the online and offline RR detection (ρ = 0.99; bias correction factor= 0.99; average deviation of 0.02 ms) validating the almost perfect similitude between the two RR series.
Offline metrics
RR interval. A significant main effect of the Difficulty (p < 0.001, F(2, 20) = 13.01) was found in the offline mean RR intervals, corresponding to shorter RR intervals for 7 letters compared to 0 letters (p < 0.05) or 3 letters (p < 0.05). No significant effect was found between 0 and 3 letters. No effect of Trial Type (i.e. block versus random) was observed. However, a significant Type×Difficulty interaction (p < 0.001; F(2.20) = 12.67) was found. The posthoc test did not reveal any significant common difference across the conditions, meaning that this interaction effect was due to differing trends -specifically, higher RR values for the block type for 0 and 3 letters, and higher values for the random type for 7 letters (see Fig. 4 ).
RR SD. A significant main effect of the Difficulty (p < 0.01, F (2.20) = 5.90) was found over the offline RR SD, corresponding to smaller standard deviation for higher difficulty. That is, smaller SD for 7 letters compared to 3 letters (p < 0.05) or 0 letters (p < 0.001), and for 3 letters compared to 0 letters (p < 0.05). In addition, a main Trial Type effect was found (p < 0.001, F (1.10) = 22.01) with smaller SD values for the random Type. No interaction between these two factors was found for offline RR SD (see Fig. 5 ). 
Online metrics
RR interval. As the offline and online RR data series were almost identical (Lin's ρ = 0.99), we found the same results as those obtained with the offline method (see section 3.3).
Block type RR SDs. Within the same-difficulty block condition (long time-window), several online metrics showed significant effects between difficulties. The RR maximum value revealed differences between 7 and 0 letters (p < 0.005) or 7 and 3 letters (p < 0.01), giving a smaller maximum for 7 letters in both cases. There was no significant effect between 0 and 3 letter blocks. The RR SD-7 mean also revealed significant differences between 7 letters and 3 or 0 letters (p < 0.05 for both comparisons), giving a smaller RR SD-7 mean for 7 letters (see Fig. 6 ). Finally, the RR SD-20 slope, showed a significant effect between all difficulties, but not all in the same direction: an increase in Figure 6 . Augmented box plot for the online RR SD-7 mean stream (ms), grouped by condition, block or random types and difficulty (0, 3 and 7-letter span task). slope from 0 to 3 (p < 0.05), a decrease in slope from 0 to 7 (p = 0.010), and a decrease in slope from 3 to 7 (p < 5e −6 ). Decreasing the N-values reduced those significant results, although in all cases there was a significant decrease in slope from 3 to 7 letters (p < 5e −4 ).
Random type RR SDs. Similarly, within the randomized event-related type, several metrics have been found to be sensitive to the trial difficulty. First, the RR maximum showed significant smaller values for 7 letters compared to the two other difficulties (p < 0.05). The RR SD-7 end value revealed lower values for the 7-letter trials compared to the 0-letter ones (p < 0.01) as shown in Fig. 7 . However, none of the effects between 3 letters and 7 or 0 letters were significant. Stronger values of N reduced the significance to p < 0.05. For RR SD slope, depending on the level of EWMA filtering, statistically significant slope decreases were found either from 0 to 7 letters (p < 0.05, N = 20 or 15) or from 0 to 3 letters (p < 0.05, N = 7). At all EWMA levels, 7 and 3 letters were similar.
Classification
Given that the mean offline RR interval and RR SD metrics led to significant Difficulty effects (see Sec. 3.3) at the group level, we used them as control features to evaluate two-dimensional working memory load classifiers using low and high difficulty (0 versus 7 letter span task) as labels. These input features are here called Offline metrics. As for the online classifier evaluation, we used the online mean RR interval coupled with the online RR SD-7 end value as input features. Note that these metrics led to significant Difficulty effects, in particular, RR SD-7 end value for the event-related trial type (see Sec. 3.4) . These input features are then here called Online metrics. Inter-subject classification results are summarized in Table 1 . Among all used classification techniques, the LDA and the SVM reached the most interesting averaged classification accuracy, ranging from 62.87 to 86.14% accuracy (1e −4 < p − value < 0.01), depending on the input features, the trial and the classifier types.
Summary
With both the online and the offline RR and RR SD streams we found significant effects of the difficulty. However, only the offline RR SD demonstrated a main effect of the trial type (lower RR SD for random event-related trials). The RR streams demonstrated some Difficulty×Type effect that differed in sense from 0 and 3 to 7 letters. Online streams provided different candidates with different observed effects depending on the length of the time-perdifficulty (i.e. the trail type). For blocks of 5 trials of the same difficulty (72s each), the RR mean, RR maximum, RR SD mean, and RR SD slope demonstrated significant trial difficulty effects. For random shorter trials (14s each), the RR maximum, RR SD-7 end value, and RR SD-20 slope demonstrated similar effects. The classification results showed that the proposed online metrics (mean RR and RR SD-7 end value) are promising, because they present equivalent or better results for random and block trials type than those obtained with offline metrics.
Discussion
The intention of this discussion is to explore the meaning and implications of our findings, in a specific and then a more broad sense.
In this study, the first two mandatory validations have been successfully achieved. First of all, the behavioral results confirm that the chosen difficulty levels induced at least a very low WM load (0 letters) and a highly demanding one (7 letters) with nearly 83% correct responses in the latter. This also confirms that participants did not disengaged from the task because of its difficulty which would have prevented classifying the 7-letter as a valid high-WM-demanding condition. Secondly, we found that the two RR streams (online and offline) were almost identical, providing proof that the Faros eMotion 360°broadcasts reliable online RR-interval values.
Regarding the offline physiological assessment of the WMC, we found that both the RR interval and the RR standard deviation revealed significant Difficulty effects, demonstrating the ability of the physiological measurements to resolve differing trial difficulties. The fact that the main Trial type effect was only observable with the RR SD and that the Type × Difficulty interaction effect was only observable with the RR interval is an additional argument in favor of using these two measures in complement [10] . In addition, the Type × Difficulty interaction could be explained by the fact that changing high cognitive load results in stronger transient effects on the RR intervals than lower loads. The higher transient effects would dominate in the short windows of the random trials, whereas the effects of lower difficulties would be better observed over longer windows.
Finally, using the online mean RR and RR SD-7 endvalue to classify low versus high working memory loads, we achieved significant classification results. Given that any objective information about human operator's mental state is a valuable information, one could consequently consider the proposed online metrics as supplementary features for mixed-initiative system development. For instance de Souza and colleagues [6] have proposed to use such physiological data with a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) to improve human-machine interactions.
The experiment here allows us to argue that the online RR mean measurement is effective in distinguishing highdifficulty working memory tasks from less demanding ones. The RR SD-7 end-value was also effective at distinguishing high vs. low difficulty for the short windows. This measurement encodes in the EWMA (see Eq. 2) the raw online RR SD stream value taken 14s after the start of a random trial. This means that the stream itself is effective in distinguishing changes from low to high difficulty with a delay of at most 14s. Moreover, these metrics coupled with the online mean-RR conventional metric presented the best classification results for block and random trial types.
The literature review for this work indicates more candidate metrics than those tested here. In the present study, RR and RR SD, were demonstrated to be successful as online indicators of working memory load, which is an encouragement for testing the remaining metrics, in particular frequency analyses such as: low-frequency (LF), highfrequency (HF), and LF/HF frequency-power [12] , [13] , [16] , [27] , [28] . In addition, the results of the candidate identification indicated other metrics that may be of interest that have not appeared in the literature yet, namely the derivative of the RR SD stream and the first and second derivatives of the RR stream. The ability to detect high cognitive load or changes in engagement in a mere 14 seconds and to resolve subtle load differences in 72 seconds suggests that it should be feasible to integrate such metrics to estimate human operator/driver/pilot cognitive states in adaptive systems as a mixed-initiative framework.
Future work
From these results, two branches of future work could be indicated: (i) broadening this research to develop a more comprehensive pool of candidate metrics and algorithms for online cardiac monitoring, and (ii) use of these results to experimentally validate the approach only simulated in [6] . Related to this last point, the experiment described in [9] is now taking place in our lab. It is expected to demonstrate the application of such online cardiac metrics in mixed-initiative human-robot interactions. Note that POMDPs are promising decision frameworks to handle with the imprecise output of classifiers. It is known that this sequential decision making model can integrate such uncertainties by means of an observation function. In POMDPs, a belief state (probability distribution over states) is maintained and updated at each decision taken and observation perceived using the Bayes' rule. In this sense, and as already discussed, any information, even uncertain, about the human operator mental state, is valuable information to be integrated in a such estimator.
